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Minnesota Wildlife Connection-Photo Shoot                                                                  

MAY 31-JUNE 3, 2019 
Custom photo workshop hosted by Linda Howard Bittner/Wild Art Safaris, LLC 

WHERE:                                                                                                                                                                                   

The Minnesota Wildlife Connection-Sandstone, MN…near Hinckley (halfway between 

Minneapolis and Duluth) You can drive directly or fly into MSP airport or Duluth…both are 

similar distance to MWC approx. 1 ½ -2hr drive…easy to get car rental. I prefer MSP. If you 

come in the day before, you could stay in the Minneapolis area overnight…great zoo and 

botanical gardens. Stay extra days if desired then drive up to Sandstone in the morning of May 

31st.  *Ask about carpooling and group hotel stay in the Sandstone area…OR…                                         

***NEW this year…we have an opportunity to stay at MWC in their Lodge…shared 

accommodation…a bit rustic but you get to hear the wolves and coyote howl at night!  

DAILY ITINERARY 

It’s BABY SEASON!…Lots of adorable critters up-close and personal 

This is an opportunity for photographers and artists of all levels to capture amazing images of 

North American Wildlife in natural settings. Professional wildlife artist & photographer Linda 

Bittner will be your guide and mentor throughout your photo journey. There will be one 

afternoon photo session on Friday and 2 per day on Sat and Sun (early morning and mid-late 

afternoon) depending on light and weather conditions. Monday morning is reserved in case we 

could not finish. 

FRI 5/31  

Check into your local hotel or the MWC lodge upon your arrival into Sandstone. 

All participants will then need to check in with MWC at the office between 12-3pm to register 

and listen to orientation. Our first session will be in the afternoon-approx 1-2 hrs. Everyone will 

be taking photographs but Linda will also be leading a sketching/journaling session during this 

first activity for the attending artists. They will focus on capturing the essence of the animals 

and take notes on behavior, color, details that will aid them in producing finished art in the 

future. Linda will offer her expertise and tips as a naturalist, photographer and artist during the 

entire workshop. 
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Free time after shoot-lots of local wildlife and scenery to explore…Linda can suggest areas to 

visit for waterfowl including loons and other areas for wildlife, botanicals and landscapes.                                                                

Dinner with group or on your own 

NOTE: starting times and which animals will be brought out each day will be at the handler’s 

discretion …substitutions may be necessary depending on weather and animal availability. 

SAT 6/1 

Morning photo session-arrive at suggested start time                                                                               

Artists may also want to sketch or paint. Please let us know what you would like to gain from 

this experience. Linda is happy to work with group or individuals on photo techniques and 

artistic skills. 

Free time during day between sessions-rest, go exploring, look over your images-there are 

electric outlets in office to plug in laptops to review images…wifi is limited.  

Breakfast w/group after morning photo shoot –highly suggested (great local restaurant in 

Sandstone) OR go other places in area on your own OR use facilities in Cabin for meals. 

Afternoon photo session-arrive at suggested start time  

Dinner on own or with group 

SUN 6/2 

*Same as Saturday’s itinerary…photo sessions may conclude earlier depending on how well the 

animals work, weather, etc. You are welcomed to fish the river on property or hike…just ask for 

recommendations. 

*Please remember to tip the handlers…it is greatly appreciated and benefits the animals too. 

MON 6/3 

Morning photo shoot if sessions not completed on Sunday. Return home or arrange to stay 

additional time in area…a visit to Lake Superior and Duluth is also a nice experience. 

RAIN DATE: Photographers are expected to photograph during cloudy, overcast days and 

periods of light rain. On days the weather is so inclement that photographing is not possible, 

shooters will not lose their deposit and can move to the next day or a future open date. Please 

remember that snow and rain are a common part of our Minnesotan climate.  

A non-refundable deposit of 50% pp per workshop is required at booking. The remaining 

balance is due no later than April 30, 2019…a portion of the total workshop fee is 
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refundable if cancellation is received more than 30 days prior to May31-June 3 session. 

This policy is necessary to help offset costs for Minnesota Wildlife Connection’s expenses 

for the animals. 

 

 

*Wear appropriate clothing for the area and season. Check current weather conditions for last 
minute packing. Be sure to bring rain gear and covers for equipment just in case.  
 

Linda can also help with suggestions and tips on how to get the most out of your experience. 
 

Thanks for booking with…. 
 

 

Send checks to:  

Wild Art Safaris, LLC                                                                                                                                                                  

1908 Compton Road                                                                                                                                               

Cincinnati, OH 45231                                                                                                                                                

USA 

*Credit card payments require a 3% surcharge for processing 

*Ask about non-photographer guests attending workshop 

Questions-contact:                                                                                                                                                       

Linda Bittner                                                                                                                                                                    

513-600-1955                                                                                                                        

wildartsafaris@gmail.com                                                                                                                                                      

wildartsafaris.com   
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